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Wendy Griswold, Renaissance Revivals: City Comedy and Revenge Tragedy in the
London Theatre 1576-1980, University of Chicago Press, 1986.
Renaissance Revivals provides the reader with a comprehensive history of
revivals of Renaissance city comedies and revenge tragedies in addition to
a useful discussion of the social and cultural contexts contributing to the
choice of those plays for revival. The text is supported by some excellent
illustrations, including Carlo the Hero Dog at Drury Lane, and by numerous
figures and charts dear to the hearts of sociologists. The author is an assistant professor of sociology at the University of Chicago, and Renaissance
Revivals is both literary history and sociology. In this case it is a happy wedding but one that explains both its strength and weakness. The strength lies
in the effective union of the two disciplines, and the weakness in that for
the literary reader the highly competent review of theatrical history is
sometimes overly familiar. And one suspects that the sociologist may find
the sociological grounding, necessary for the nonspecialist, equally familiar.
This almost inevitable qualification aside, Renaissance Revivals succeeds
in its aim of showing "how the meaning of a cultural object such as a genre
is created, shared, and changed over time by the community of dramatic
producers and consumers" (4). Griswold divides the problems into two
phases: defining the cultural meanings of plays for author and audience in
the original context and seeing how cultural meaning changes over a period
of time in the revivals. Recognizing that a cultural object is both archive and
activity, she proposes in the first figure in the book, a "cultural diamond"
expressing the nexus of social context (world), the artist, the audience, and
the cultural object. The points of the diamond are linked both externally
and internally, the necessary relationships expressed by a diamond and a
parallelepiped. "Thus," Griswold writes, "the method of this study entails
moving the cultural diamond over time by examining the artists, audiences,
and social contexts of the cultural object's history" (9).
The first chapter, "Timbers," metaphorically recalling the timbers of the
Theatre reused to build the Globe, establishes the methodology and the value
of Renaissance revivals for the study of "the reconstruction of meanings, from
the most occasional to the most universal" (11). Griswold then devotes a
chapter each to city comedies and to revenge tragedies in which she discusses
each genre's basic characteristics, the institutional context, and the appeal
of each genre. Three succeeding chapters recount the history of Renaissance
revivals from the Restoration to the Arts Council of the twentieth century.
In the last chapter, "Revivals and the Real Thing," she summarizes the
conditions under which Renaissance revivals are likely to increase and her
conclusions as to why revivals of a specific genre flourish at a certain time.
Renaissance Revivals places the events of traditional theatrical history in an
illuminating social perspective. If the tables are sometimes daunting-x 5 7.34;
P(x2)' .007 will mean more to some readers than to others-the application
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of wider considerations to the history of Renaissance dramatic productions
is illuminating and rewarding. The book can be recommended to students
of Renaissance theatrical history for its useful interdisciplinary approach.
Charles L. Squier
University of Colorado

Katharina M. Wilson, ed., Women Writers of the Renaissance and Reformation,
University of Georgia Press, 1987.
Were there any women writers of note in the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries, or was patriarchy so pervasive that only men were able to
write well? Although many staunch feminists will remain unconvinced,
Katharina Wilson's collection of essays on 25 writers-mostly from Italy,
France, Germany, and England-provides ample evidence that women
excelled as writers. The book is divided into 24 sections, each containing
an introduction, a selection from the writer (or, in one case, two writers),
and a bibliography of primary and secondary sources. The bibliographies
alone make the volume an indispensable reference guide.
The Italian women fall into three distinct categories. Gaspara Stampa,
like Veronica Franco (who is not discussed in the book), was a cortigiana onesta.
As a respectable courtesan, she was expected to be educated, and her erotic
poetry helped to develop the admiration of her protectors. Vittoria Colonna
and Veronica Gambara represent a second type, the woman of breeding
and culture. Colonna was a friend of Michelangelo and appeared in the
Orlando furioso. Gambara had Pietro Bembo as a mentor. St. Catherine of
Genoa and St. Catherine of Bologna comprise the last division, female
mystics. They might well be joined by St. Teresa of Jesus, who appears
separately and alone under "Spain."
While many of the introductory essays are biographical rather than
critical, Marcel Tetel's analysis of the problems of interpretation in
Marguerite of Navarre's Heptameron clearly demonstrates that this woman
writer was extremely sophisticated and no slavish imitator of the fiction of
Boccaccio. France is, in fact, heavily represented in Wilson's collection. Along
with familiar figures like Louise Labe and the mother and daughter
des Roches are to be found less-well-known writers, Dianne de Poitiers,
Helisenne de Crenne, Pernette Du Guillet, and Marie Dentiere. The French
women use a variety of styles to discuss religion and women's rights.
Most of the German writers appear during the Reformation. Caritas
Pirckheimer fought a losing battle to save the house of her religious order
in Nuremberg, while Anna Hoyers entertained Anabaptists at her home,
Hoyersworth. Other women were engaged in politics. Margaret of Austria,

